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CERTIFICATE COURSE

Develop systematic approaches to product management, 
development and design



Conceptualization, Development and 
Deployment/Marketing of new or re-
branded product is a complex process 
that requires crucial guidelines on how 
to satisfy consumer demand. This course 
will cover systematic approaches to 
product development processes, 
product design, go-to-market strategies, 
quantitative and qualitative market 
research and crystal definition of target 
market.

About this Course 

Guided by our experts, this course provides you researched and 
proven skills to increase your ability to develop systematic 
approaches to product management, development and design.

N10,000

4 hours in 
class learning

Single day
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This course modules integrates rich, interactive learning aids
such as videos, as well as traditional written case study
guides. There are also opportunities for collaborative
learning through discussion forums. The following modules
contribute to the approach your learning path will take:

Course Modules 

Introduction: This essential module sets you up for 
success in later modules. Exploring the meaning and 
processes of product development, design and 
management. 

Ideation Analysis: This is generally considered the 
most difficult part of the product cycle. This module 
equips the participant with the required skills to weigh 
information,  creatively think and come up with 
different scenarios based on the needs assessment. 

Evaluation, Pilot testing and Deployment: This 
modules will help you understand how to screen 
products, conduct quantitative market research 
and pilot test product in-line with customer 
demand.  
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This course is broken down into 
manageable modules, designed to 
accelerate your learning process 
through diverse learning activities.

How to Learn 

• Collaborate with your classmates on exercise and 
case study.

• Enjoy a wide range of interactive content, including 
video and scenario.

• Investigate current, real-world case studies
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This Course is for you if:   

• You are a business professional at any level of experience, 
interested in product design, development and 
management. 

• You are from any sector  – including marketing, financial 
services, project management,  information technology etc.

There are no formal prerequisites for this course, but written 
and computer literacy is advantageous. 
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RISE Networks is Nigeria’s leading Social Enterprise whose
mandate focuses on using Tech Innovation to create
advocacy, skills empowerment and learning opportunities
for the inclusive growth of Youth with the core objective of
preparing them for effective Value Based Leadership at all
levels in the Public, Private and Social Sectors.

Our Strategic focus is hinged on advancing vital human
capital Development issues and their relationship to
economic growth and democratic consolidation within Sub
Saharan Africa. Rise Networks

The Rise Labs by Rise Networks, is a talent pipeline and
work readiness center that leverages artificial intelligence,
big data and people analytics to improve the skills sets of
job seekers for industry fitness before placing them on Jobs
within Organizations. We designed and built the first Career
Coaching Chatbot in West Africa.

Who we are
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www.risenetworks.org/labs

Call | +234 (0) 706 054 5017 , +234 (0) 706 054 5018 

Email - labs@risenetworks.org,  rise@risenetworks.org

Address - No. 8 Adebayo Mokuolu Street (Beside Hotel 
Newcastle) Anthony Village, Lagos, Nigeria.

Twitter- @Risenetworks

Instagram -@Risenetworks

Facebook - Rise Group – Rise Networks

LinkedIn - @Rise Networks


